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Article abstract
Opportunities for self-determined online professional development (OPD) are emerging, but their potential for increasing adult learners’ agency is not yet fully realised. Faced with the problem of successfully designing a self-determined comprehensive evidence-based online numeracy resource for educators who are often time poor and do not engage with online learning unless they are intrinsically motivated, we engaged in design research to conceptualise the Birth to Level 10 Numeracy Guide for educators and families. The Birth to Level 10 Numeracy Guide fosters educators’ and adult learners’ numeracy capability across numeracy focus areas from birth to level 10 (16-year-olds). This extensive OPD resource incorporates consistent design elements, double-looped learning, nonlinear learning, self-reflection, and metacognition activities to foster educators’ pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) through experiential learning. With a section dedicated to families, the resource provides suggestions and advice to parents and carers on everyday, authentic activities to develop children and young people’s numeracy understandings at home and in the local community. As education systems continue to grapple with the disruption brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, the Birth to Level 10 Numeracy Guide is a timely, freely accessed, viable, and scalable option for providing low-cost OPD.
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Abstract
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Introduction

The global COVID-19 pandemic has forced citizens into lockdown. In-person instruction closed across educational institutions at all levels, affecting 1.6 billion students and 63 million primary and secondary teachers (United Nations, 2020). These unprecedented closures, to halt the spread of the deadly virus, resulted in a rapid shift to distance education and online learning in those countries equipped to undertake the transition. The full-scale and long-term impact of the COVID-19 pandemic is yet unknown, though indications by the United Nations Secretary-General (2020) suggest the devastating economic impact of the virus may result in approximately 24 million students never returning to school. Simulations by the World Bank Group (Azevedo et al., 2020) paint a dire picture of the potential impact on learners; the general level of basic education will fall globally resulting in a loss in income for current students across their lifetime. Further, the “care economy” inside households has been greatly impacted by the closure of schools, with parents/carers, particularly women, taking on an increased and more time-consuming role of facilitating the education of children and young people within households (Power, 2020, p. 67). The challenge to balance employee demands and their children’s learning is the most commonly reported struggle of families whose children have made the shift to online learning during the pandemic (Garbe et al., 2020).

Paramount to the rapid and compulsory shift to online learning is the need for effective numeracy OPD for educators and families. This need is because many educators struggle or are anxious to teach mathematics (Gresham, 2018). For families experiencing lockdown, an online resource to assist them in supporting and scaffolding their children’s numeracy learning at home is needed due to common myths about the difficulty of teaching and learning mathematics (Dowling, 2002). For both educators and families, an online self-determined numeracy resource that aims to build their confidence in dynamic approaches to developing children’s numeracy is timely. Descriptions of how self-determined learning or heutagogy learning models can be applied as well as the technologies that can be used to create self-determined learning environments are emerging from the literature (Blaschke, 2019; Bojanek et al., 2021; Gillaspy & Vasilica, 2021), yet examples of these learning environments remain elusive. This paper provides an example of a self-determined OPD resource for adult learners that was developed using design research and that provides an overview and understanding of numeracy development from birth to level 10 (0 to 16 years old). The resource challenges and explores educators’ and parents’/carers’ assumptions and preconceptions about learning, teaching, and assessing mathematics as a result of the disruption to formal education due to the COVID-19 pandemic and shift to online learning.

The use of self-determined professional development for numeracy educators and families (i.e., adult learners) is an emerging field (Agonács & Matos, 2019), but when incorporated into OPD, the affordances of online platforms offer adult learners increased opportunities to engage in self-determined numeracy learning activities (Blaschke, 2013). High-quality self-determined OPD is critical for educators (Reimers et al., 2020) to assist them in improving their pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) in mathematics (Barnett, 1991; Lee et al., 2018). Yet examples of these kinds of freely available online resources remain rare and represent a gap in the research literature. Specifically, those that include heutagogy approaches to teaching and learning where adult learners are autonomous and self-determined are mostly absent. Equally rare are online numeracy resources for parents, carers, and families. Additionally, self-determined learning environments provide new opportunities to empower parents/carers to be active participants in their child’s numeracy development (Muir, 2012),
particularly when the professional development resource provides systematically curated numeracy teaching resources to explore and discover the theory and practice of developing numeracy in learners.

Our purpose was to design a self-determined OPD resource based on the principles of heutagogy (Blaschke & Hase, 2016) that assisted educators and parents/carers in acquiring dynamic approaches to developing their students’ and children’s numeracy. This paper presents the Birth to Level 10 Numeracy Guide (referred to as the “numeracy guide” onwards) that provides OPD to numeracy educators and families. The numeracy guide offers a model for providing self-determined OPD globally to ameliorate the ongoing negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on education systems.

The numeracy guide provides high-quality, freely-accessible, and self-determined numeracy professional development to Australian teachers and families that meets their needs for flexible anytime, anywhere numeracy learning (Blaschke, 2012; Magidin de Kramer et al., 2012; Suppo & Mayton, 2014). Critical to the design of the numeracy guide was ensuring it supported a self-determined approach that improved educators’ numeracy capabilities and PCK, while relevant to their professional learning needs (Blaschke, 2012; Dalgarno & Colgan, 2007; Magidin de Kramer et al., 2012), and to the needs of families supporting students’ numeracy learning at home. Through its design elements, the numeracy guide assists educators and families to acquire new numeracy understandings and skills. There is a strong focus on reflective learning, that prompts adult learners to not only reflect on what they have learned, but how they have learned. A central focus on reflective practice assists adult learners, specifically educators, to determine what future learning they need to engage in: reflection-for-action or the process of being anticipatory and thinking ahead. This approach draws on experience in the present, to successfully overcome any challenges in teaching mathematics that will likely arise in the future (Thompson & Pascal, 2012).

Unlike many OPD resources for educators and families, the design of the numeracy guide places responsibility for learning with the learner, who is “the major agent in their own learning” (Hase & Kenyon, 2007, p. 112). Professional development for teachers typically takes the form of workshops which are attended in person and usually led by a “knowledgeable other” (Hauge, 2019). Such workshops are generally planned in advance, follow a set schedule, and provide few opportunities for teachers to be actively involved and participatory in their own learning process (Pedder & Opfer, 2011). Technology has opened up the online delivery of PD, enabling access to online professional learning courses, including massive open online courses (MOOCs) which often involve learner choice where participants can create their own programmes of study (Beaven et al., 2014). Recently, largely because of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an increase in online or virtual conferences. The numeracy guide offers a different experience from more directed forms of professional learning. Conceptualised and designed using heutagological principles and self-determined learning approaches (Agonács & Matos, 2019; Blaschke & Hase, 2016), adult learners choose numeracy content and components that are most relevant to them. Adult learners are not restricted to educators’ learning objectives or more traditional linear learning models. Rather, the numeracy guide has been designed to put adult learners at the centre and views them as self-motivated, autonomous, and capable of deciding what and how they will learn. In addition, the numeracy guide includes features that are characteristic of effective professional learning, including relevance, evidence-based, and potential to be sustained and ongoing.
Design Research to Develop Numeracy Online Professional Development (OPD) for Adults

We engaged in design research (Abutabenjeh & Jaradat, 2018; Cash, 2018; Collins et al., 2004; Reeves, 2006) based on the theoretical principles of heutagogy (Blaschke & Hase, 2016) to design an effective form of OPD that could easily be tested and refined in an online learning environment accessible at scale in the Australian state of Victoria. The numeracy guide design elements specifically:

- support adult learners’ capability and confidence to develop numeracy and integrate the four proficiencies: understanding; fluency; problem-solving; and reasoning (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority [VCAA], 2019) through a nonlinear, learner-determined design;

- encourage adult learners to engage in metacognition activities to acquire understanding of how they learn, preparing them to successfully plot a path of future learning to acquire more robust numeracy teaching knowledge, skills, and practices;

- foster the development of educators’ PCK to assist them in making numeracy content accessible to their students (Shulman, 1986) through the presentation and reflection on numeracy teaching strategies and representations (Ball et al., 2008; Kleickmann et al., 2013; Park & Oliver, 2008).

- provide an overview of contemporary evidence-based research and practice in numeracy in an Australian context, with specific reference to the Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework (VEYLDF; VCAA, 2016) and the Victorian Curriculum F-10 (VCAA, 2019);

- provide a map to developing a whole-school approach to numeracy;

- support school leadership teams, teachers, early childhood practitioners, and system leaders in enacting a numeracy framework for improving student outcomes (FISO) improvement cycle;

- present high-quality numeracy teaching and learning through high impact teaching strategies (HITS; Department of Education and Training, 2017) in context and across three key developmental stages;

- foster adult learner-centred learning, rather than teacher-determined learning to strengthen educators’ and families’ numeracy teaching capabilities, as well as students’ competencies;

- encourage double-loop learning through continual reflective practice on how new knowledge and understandings influence educators’ numeracy teaching values and beliefs; and

- assist families in developing and supporting positive attitudes towards mathematics and numeracy in the home environment.
Applying the Principles of Heutagogy to the Numeracy Guide

The project team incorporated elements of Blaschke and Hase’s (2016) principles of heutagogy to conceptualise and design the components and content of the numeracy guide (Figure 1). This action was fundamental in ensuring the design of the guide placed adult learners at the centre of the learning process where they are agentic in deciding both what they will learn as well as how they will learn. The project team believed this stance would foster educators’ PCK as they came to better understand how children and young people learn numeracy. The numeracy guide’s learner-centred and learner-determined design develops adult learners’ capability, self-reflection, and metacognition through double-loop and nonlinear learning that is content, individual, and situation specific (Van Driel & Berry, 2012). Our intention was to design not only OPD that fosters adults’ responsibility for their learning (andragogy), but also an online environment for adults to acquire numeracy capabilities to further develop their PCK to apply to new and unfamiliar situations in their classrooms or at home (heutagogy).

Figure 1

The Numeracy Guide’s Principles of Heutagogy

The decision to focus the numeracy guide from birth to level 10 was to ensure it was consistent with the structure of the Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework (VEYLDF; VCAA, 2016) which focuses on birth to eight-year-olds, and the Victorian Curriculum, which is focused on foundation (F) to level 10 (5- to 16-year-olds) (VCAA, 2019). The Victorian Curriculum is derived from the Australian Curriculum (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2018a) where explicit reference to numeracy is made frequently, for example, within the general capabilities (ACARA, 2018b) and elsewhere in the National Numeracy Learning Progressions (ACARA, 2018c). Aligning the numeracy guide with these key curriculum documents provided authenticity and reassurance to educators and families to support the numeracy guide’s use. In what follows, we provide an overview of the numeracy guide and its six components.
The Birth to Level 10 Numeracy Guide Components

The numeracy guide presents dynamic approaches to developing student numeracy across three stages of learning: birth to level 2 (0- to 7-year-olds); levels 3 to 8 (8- to 14-year-olds); and levels 9 to 10 (15- to 16-year-olds). With six research and evidence-based components, the numeracy guide fosters knowledge, understanding, confidence, and capability in mathematics. This allows numeracy to be strengthened and incorporated across schools, by school leadership teams, teachers, early childhood practitioners, and system leaders. A stand-alone section has been specifically designed to assist families in fostering and supporting positive attitudes towards mathematics and numeracy in the home environment. Central to increasing adult learners’ agency and numeracy teaching capabilities is the numeracy guide’s constant invitation for users to engage in reflective practice. For both educators and families, reflective prompts are regularly incorporated within the guide to invite and support critical evaluation, reflection, and review of practice and understandings. An ethos embedded within the guide is a belief that at the heart of fostering children and young people’s successful numeracy outcomes are reflective practitioners and supportive families who strive for continuous improvement (Muir et al., 2020). The numeracy guide comprises six key components: proficiencies; numeracy focus areas; high impact teaching strategies; resources; numeracy at home; and evidence base. An overview of each component follows.

Proficiencies

Components of the numeracy guide were influenced by a specification to align with numeracy elements of the Victorian Curriculum where feasible. These included the mathematical proficiency strands of the F-10 mathematics curriculum: understanding, fluency, problem solving, and reasoning (VCAA, 2019). While the numeracy guide differentiates between the teaching and learning of numeracy and mathematics, integrating the four proficiencies supports the aim of building educators’ and families’ capacities and confidence to teach curriculum content, plan for numeracy, and take risks and implement new teaching practices whether in the classroom or at home. The fundamental importance of the proficiencies in the learning of mathematics and numeracy was made explicit in the threading of the proficiencies throughout all aspects of the numeracy guide. A key consideration was again the notion of self-determined learning and the principles of heutagogy (Blaschke & Hase, 2016). While the numeracy guide was influenced by the Victorian Curriculum, much of the language and structure of the curriculum were reinterpreted and reorganised to make the language and positioning of numeracy more clearly distinguished from the mathematics curriculum and more easily accessible for the intended audiences.

Numeracy Focus Areas

Connections to the key curriculum, governmental initiatives, and numeracy research are evident in the development of the six numeracy focus areas of the guide: developing number sense; exploring patterns and relationships; using proportional reasoning; understanding and using geometric properties and spatial reasoning; understanding, estimating, and using measurement; and exploring chance and data. Figure 2 demonstrates the alignment between (a) these six numeracy focus areas, (b) the Victorian Numeracy Learning Progressions (VCAA, 2018), (c) the three core strands of the Victorian Curriculum (VCAA, 2016), i.e., number sense and algebra, measurement and geometry, and statistics and probability; and (d) the six interrelated elements of the Australian Curriculum numeracy capabilities (ACARA, 2018c). The wording of these foci was carefully chosen to be simple, accessible, and consistent with these key state and national curricula.
Figure 2

Numeracy Focus Areas and Their Alignment to Key State and National Curricula

Note: VEYLDF = Victorian Early Years Learning and Development Framework; VC F-10 = Victorian Curriculum, foundation to level 10.

High Impact Teaching Strategies

The high impact teaching strategies (HITS; Department of Education and Training, 2017) are ten evidence-based, instructional practices that support and foster student learning. These effective teaching strategies emerged from the synthesis of tens of thousands of studies, and the top-ranking strategies were: setting goals, structured lessons, explicit teaching, worked examples, collaborative learning, multiple exposures, questioning, feedback, metacognition strategies, and differentiated teaching. The numeracy guide provides evidenced-based HITS for teachers, professional learning communities, and school leaders that focus specifically on numeracy.

The numeracy exemplars of the HITS illustrate instructional practices that increase students’ numeracy learning across the three developmental stages of birth to level 2, levels 3 to 8, and levels 9 to 10, connecting to the numeracy focus area and cross-curriculum content. Figure 3 illustrates an exemplar of collaborative learning in a music lesson to foster numeracy.
The numeracy-focused HITS likely have the strongest impact on learners when embedded into an ongoing institutional improvement cycle. A key feature of the exemplars is that they interweave numeracy with all curriculum content areas to support educators’ capacity and confidence in teaching numeracy. For example, exemplars model numeracy within music, history, and physical education to name a few. The numeracy HITS demonstrate and reinforce that numeracy is located and taught beyond the mathematics classroom.

**Resources**

Resources for teaching mathematics and numeracy, such as mathematical worksheets, drill and practice games, lesson plans, wall charts, blackline masters, and digital manipulatives are plentiful on the Internet. The difficulty for many educators and families is searching through these abundant, often teacher-centred, didactic resources to locate useful, educationally-rich, and effective materials which focus on better numeracy outcomes for children and young people. The numeracy guide provides over 100 carefully reviewed, critiqued, and curated Australian and international student-centred resources which surface numeracy across the curriculum and support planning, teaching, and assessment in mathematics. An inbuilt search engine filters the resources by the three developmental stages, four proficiencies (understanding, fluency, problem-solving, and reasoning) or numeracy focus area. Additionally, resources for families are available to develop children and young peoples’ positive attitudes towards numeracy and for families to discover and share numeracy activities at home and notice mathematics in their community. The inclusion criteria for the resources were that they were educationally sound, promoted positive attitudes to mathematics, and were engaging, motivating, intrinsically interesting, easily accessible, free, and supportive of a hands-on approach to the teaching

---

**Figure 3**

*The High Impact Teaching Strategy of Collaborative Learning Illustrating Numeracy Within a Music Lesson*
of mathematics and numeracy. The resources include open-ended problems that promote intrigue in students’ lived environments to explore mathematical opportunities, digital manipulatives and games that build and promote transference of mathematical conceptual understanding, songs, photographs, reflections, etc.

**Numeracy at Home**

The numeracy at home component was designed to assist families in developing and supporting positive attitudes towards mathematics and numeracy in the home environment. It provides examples of everyday contexts which can be used to capitalise on numeracy teaching opportunities. This component contains videos which provide insights into numeracy at home experiences across a range of age groups. Sub-components include: busting some common mathematical myths; how to help build a child’s numeracy; helping with homework; and fun numeracy activities to share with your child. Activities are grouped to cater to the three developmental stages. A random generator provides access to a range of resources and activities to be undertaken at home, such as, “Make predictions by estimating and measuring who can jump the furthest, or stand on one foot the longest, or how many buttons might fill a jar.”

**Evidence Base**

The evidence base component provides an overview of contemporary research and numeracy practice in Australia and internationally. The sub-components include: defining numeracy; numeracy in the twenty-first century; numeracy and the proficiencies; developing a capacity to teach numeracy; numeracy in the early years; and at home with numeracy. Each sub-component includes reference to contemporary research and recommended evidence-based practices. For example, elements of the model for teaching numeracy in the 21st century are described (Goos et al., 2012), together with critical numeracy (Watson, 2009), numeracy across the curriculum, numeracy reform (Westwood, 2011), and the importance of play (MacDonald, 2018). Professional learning is addressed through readings and reflective prompts as shown in the example in Figure 4.

**Figure 4**

**Reflective Prompt From the Evidence Base Component**

In summary, there were six components of the numeracy guide, the inclusion of which were determined by their suitability and rigour in fostering continuous improvement in numeracy. The numeracy guide’s presentation in the online environment supported learning through effective design features which are critical for engaging the user in experiential learning. The experiential learning feature of the numeracy guide is described below.
Experiential Learning as a Key Design Feature of the Numeracy Guide

The numeracy guide was not only designed to develop users’ competencies and capabilities, which are key components of self-determined learning (Blaschke, 2012) and PCK (Van Driel & Berry, 2012), but to foster experiential learning (Kolb, 1976; Kolb, 1984; Kolb & Kolb, 2005) in the delivery of OPD for teachers and families. When OPD is designed to foster experiential learning, the pedagogical approach is adult learner centred, active, and focused on adults’ direct experience with numeracy teaching and children and young people’s numeracy learning. As such, the numeracy guide intentionally emphasises the participation of adult learners in the construction and strengthening of their experiences to enable and extend PCK, understanding, confidence, and capability in numeracy and mathematics. This in turn assists adult learners in demonstrating autonomy and empowerment (Moon, 2004) to incorporate successful numeracy teaching and learning practices across educational settings and at home.

The numeracy guide’s nonlinear design and its central focus on self-directed learning, problem-based learning, and reflective practice better places adult learners to acquire numeracy knowledge and numeracy teaching capabilities they believe they need and that emerge from their concrete experience. Improved numeracy teaching capabilities and curriculum planning expertise as part of teachers’ OPD is most often achieved and demonstrated through ongoing reflection (Avalos, 1998; Girvan et al., 2016). Because the experiences and situational contexts of adult learners, specifically numeracy educators and families, is central to the design of the numeracy guide, it differs significantly from other forms of standalone OPD that tend to be more didactic and instructor driven. This design feature allows adult learners to create personalised learning pathways and acquire numeracy PCK through engaging in the metacognitive work of reflection (Agonács & Matos, 2017). The numeracy guide does not provide a “discipline-constrained transmission of knowledge” (Andresen et al., 2000, p. 225). Instead, the design assists adult learners to overcome the conflict between their concrete experience and the abstracted theories of how to teach numeracy and support planning for numeracy teaching that integrates the four VCAA proficiencies: understanding, fluency, problem-solving, and reasoning (2019). This is because the design of the guide does not present the teaching of numeracy as fixed and immutable; rather, an adult’s numeracy teaching capabilities are formed and reformed and continuously modified through experience (Kolb, 1984) within their classrooms or at home. The numeracy guide has a central focus on continuous reflective practice through the metacognitive work of reflection incorporating double-loop learning (Argyris, 2002), which encourages teachers and adult learners to try new numeracy teaching and learning practices. The goal is to demystify negative attitudes towards the teaching and learning of mathematics, as users strive for continuous self-improvement by reflecting on what they have learned and how.

The numeracy guide’s intentional design to position teachers and families as active participants in their learning with a focus on lived experience where adult learners are encouraged to think, act, and reflect is central to experiential learning. This is because the guide fosters a process of change in adult learners as they draw on their numeracy teaching and learning experiences from the past as a foundation to transform their teaching practice in the present through targeted, relevant, and evidence-based OPD. This experiential learning approach embedded within the numeracy guide is motivating for adult learners as it encourages them to test and experiment with new numeracy teaching approaches on their own terms, with the goal of making permanent changes to their professional practice (Camburn & Han, 2015). Designed to draw on both educators’ and families’ experiences when confronted with a common numeracy teaching concern, the numeracy guide’s problem-based learning activities seek to challenge...
and explore adult learners’ assumptions and preconceptions about learning, teaching, and assessing mathematics and numeracy. With a foundation in experiential learning, the guide works to foster adult learners’ application of their learning in authentic ways as they connect their numeracy teaching capabilities to the lived experiences of their classrooms and homes, and then reflect on the process.

Discussion

Teachers face challenges accessing high-quality professional development opportunities online (Powell & Bodur, 2019) because many approaches remain entrenched in face-to-face approaches that resist the implementation of new strategies and theories (i.e., heutagogy) emerging from educational research (vanOostveen et al., 2019). After the global disruption to education as a result of COVID-19, teachers navigating the curriculum and identifying key elements and resources that may be appropriate for their students is difficult for many numeracy teachers and educators, even with their professional experience. Families are unlikely to access the curriculum directly themselves, but if they did, they would likely find the formal language and structure confusing (Bhamani et al., 2020). This, combined with the abundance of resources that are not explicitly focusing on numeracy and numeracy teaching across the home and community, can be overwhelming for parents and carers (Ferri et al., 2020). The design research that underpins the development of the numeracy guide creates an interactive and experiential online learning environment that brings together key aspects of numeracy under one umbrella, in a model purposefully designed to cater to a diverse audience of numeracy educators, teachers, and families with different levels of experience and needs. Careful consideration has been given to the language used within the guide, with deliberate attention to everyday language and building connections to the more formalised language of numeracy and mathematics. The numeracy guide provides an invaluable and easily accessible online resource for educators and families and is particularly helpful for those tasked with facilitating numeracy development at home. At the same time, a strong evidence base is apparent and provides a detailed overview of contemporary research and numeracy practice in Australian and international literature for those interested in pursuing further research or in developing a deeper understanding of current thinking in the field.

With the incorporation of more than 100 carefully chosen multimodal resources to support teachers with their planning, teaching, and assessment in mathematics and to infuse numeracy across the curriculum and at home, the guide is a dynamic and timely resource in the face of the global COVID-19 pandemic. The OPD resources include text, web links, graphics, videos, animations, and audio, with dynamic links both within the guide and externally to Australian and international sites. Everyday examples are identified, especially in the Australian context, to make the numeracy guide relevant for its audience and better attuned to the lives of the young people for whom the activities are intended.

The principles of heutagogy applied to the design mean that users can independently interact with the OPD site, for example to brush up on topics, teaching strategies, proficiencies, HITS, or numeracy focus areas. As Muir et al. (2020) concluded:

The focus on reflection and self-determined learning throughout the Numeracy Guide adds to its value and makes it more than a curated website of resources and activities. We view it as a form of professional learning that can be utilised in a variety of ways:
• by individual educators through using the self-directed prompts;
• by literacy leaders, coaches and facilitators to conduct numeracy targeted professional learning sessions; and
• by teaching teams to facilitate peer learning circles. (p. 30)

With face-to-face professional development for teachers and families no longer an option across many educational jurisdictions globally, the numeracy guide’s focus on self-determined learning with invitations to engage in active learning grounded in adult learners’ experiences, offers a new conceptualisation for the provision of OPD. It is rooted in experiential learning and heutagogy as a pedagogical approach to design high-quality OPD for educators and families to improve numeracy outcomes for all learners (Reimers et al., 2020).

Conclusion

The Birth to Level 10 Numeracy Guide is an example of design research (McKenney & Reeves, 2018) to produce a high-quality and freely-accessible OPD that embeds self-determined and experiential learning (Beard & Wilson, 2018) approaches to foster educators’ numeracy teaching capabilities because it places them at the centre of the learning process. Furthermore, it represents a viable model for the design of OPD and other educational products because it presents a design outcome, procedure, and solution facilitated by research conducted by the project and by analysing current research to determine gaps. The numeracy guide’s focus on educators’ acquisition of evidence-based numeracy knowledge and skills that assists them to understand how children and young people learn specific numeracy content is an example of OPD that targets individual needs (Ertmer at al., 2005). The numeracy guide’s nonlinear heutagological design, where educators are agentic in deciding both what and how they will learn, is novel. This approach is opportune given the disruption to global education as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. As education systems grapple with new waves of the virus, the guide provides them with a resource to learn about, implement, and reflect on dynamic approaches to developing students’ numeracy learning from birth to level 10. The limitations to the guide itself are that families may lack the technological hardware and Internet access required. Further, 26% of families in Victoria, Australia speak a language other than English at home and the guide is currently available only in English. Due to the dramatic shift to online learning for teachers and students, supported at home by families, fatigue with learning and teaching in the online environment may limit adult learners’ desire to engage with OPD and online resources, despite the educational value of the guide.

The guide is an intervention into the provision of OPD for adults at scale because it represents a practical solution to improving the numeracy learning of children and young people. It breaks from presenter-driven OPD, inviting educators to engage in double-loop learning activities to solve problems they experience in their practice. Through multiple invitations to reflect on problem-solving numeracy teaching challenges, the guide’s reflective prompts invite educators to consider how their participation in OPD questions and tests their personal values and assumptions of learning how to teach numeracy in their specific context. With a focus on double-loop learning that enhances educators’ understandings
of how to learn through the practice of reflection-on-action, educators are positioned to successfully extend their PCK.

We are living in times characterised by volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity (VUCA), with unprecedented educational challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. The guide responds to these challenges, presenting a viable option for families as they take on an increased and more time-consuming role of facilitating the numeracy education of children and young people at home due to school closures and hybrid scheduling where students spend less time at school. Providing numeracy OPD for families that is self-determined, evidence-based, and comprehensive is empowering. Often parents and caregivers possess negative self-beliefs about their mathematical capabilities and inadvertently communicate that it is okay to “not be good at mathematics” to children and young people. The guide works to bust this mindset and other common mathematics myths and misconceptions by demonstrating how to promote positive attitudes towards mathematics.

The numeracy guide is an innovative model for how OPD can cater to diverse adult learners with wide ranging numeracy learning needs. Financial and personnel limitations impact the breadth, depth, and availability of similar experiential models of teacher professional development. However, the design research employed to develop the numeracy guide, including consistent design elements, double-looped learning, nonlinear learning, self-reflection, and metacognition activities to foster educators’ pedagogical content knowledge through experiential learning, can be used in conceptualising OPD for any educational content area regardless of context. Critically, the guide represents a low-cost, high-quality alternative to face-to-face professional development that can be leveraged at scale as it provides a roadmap to build the capacity of individual educators, as well as a whole school approach to numeracy that includes families and the home environment.
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